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INTRODUCTION 

The issue of disinformation and the fight against it reflects the development of the security 

environment at its finest. The deteriorating situation risks disrupting socio-political stability, 

significantly caused by hybrid threats, including information campaigns by state and non-state 

actors. The negative impact of disinformation and its presence in public discourse was multi-

plied by the coronavirus pandemic of 2020 and 2021. On one hand, it revealed even more 

vulnerabilities within the security system of the Slovak Republic, and on the other hand, it 

facilitated the state and its institutions in fully understanding the extent of the problem of 

spreading disinformation. The stabilizing orientation of the Slovak Republic's foreign policy in 

the Euro-Atlantic neighborhood and the systematic attempt to create a strategic and concep-

tual framework that reflects disinformation as a fundamental threat can be seen as positive 

changes which arose from the parliamentary elections in 2020. The missteps in the manage-

ment of pandemic measures, and in particular the often chaotic, confusing and inconsistent 

communication, have undoubtedly helped create a breeding ground for the spread of disinfor-

mation, focused on questioning protective measures, vaccinations, or even the existence of 

the pandemic as such. 

This situation can be largely attributed to the lack of an institutional framework and an outdated 

legal framework, insufficient capabilities, equipment, readiness, and capacity of the state ad-

ministration to monitor and evaluate the information environment, systematically conduct, and 

coordinate its own proactive communication campaigns with cross-platform targeting. The 

state needs to move from attempts at a "whole-of-government" approach, to a "whole-of-soci-

ety" approach, possibly in conjunction with the private sector, the media, and the civic sector. 

The following analysis offers a summary and evaluation of the current approach of the Slovak 

Republic in the fight against disinformation, and provides some recommendations for future 

improvement. 
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NATIONAL STRATEGIC FRAMEWORK 

In the framework of the Government Program Statement (hereinafter “PVV”) adopted by the 

coalition after the elections in 2020 (and again after the reconstruction of the government in 

2021), the issue of disinformation is mentioned in several areas: defense, education, media, 

justice,1 and the international environment. In all cases, the topic of disinformation is men-

tioned in connection with hybrid threats (as a subset thereof), or issues of cyber security, prop-

aganda, extremism or hate speech. The dominant area is mainly the sphere of operation of 

the Ministry of Defense, or rather its expansion, which is supposed to respond to the above-

outlined dynamics of the security environment in connection with technological development. 

The key declared goal is the preparation of the Action Plan for the Coordination of Combating 

Hybrid Threats (APHH) and the dissemination of disinformation and the creation of adequate 

capacities for its implementation. State secretaries and representatives of individual state bod-

ies participate in the final phases of its implementation on an inter-ministerial basis. The main 

points of the action plan consist of investments in human resources, software tools to combat 

disinformation, auditing the state's resilience to hybrid threats, strengthening the state's stra-

tegic communication, building the resilience of the population, as well as protecting electoral 

processes and addressing foreign influences in Slovakia.2 The given issue is (or should be) 

associated with the intention to transparently inform about the processes of state defense, as 

well as to cultivate a positive relationship with the state, strengthen social cohesion, and thus 

build the willingness of the population to defend itself.3 

In the context of education, we can, according to the PVV, talk about one of the biggest chal-

lenges in the coming years. Challenges, which are directed not only towards the younger gen-

eration of students, but also towards the personnel substrate in the form of quality teachers 

and experts. Emphasis should be placed on developing graduates' ability to "respond flexibly 

to change, collaborate, think critically, use technology to their advantage, resist conspiracy 

and disinformation, and develop their creativity, ethical behavior, and responsibility."4 It can 

be said with certainty, that the field of education was affected by the coronavirus pandemic - 

not only did it divert attention from the declared efforts, but it also pointed out the critically 

insufficient resistance to disinformation within the ranks of teachers, and the urgency to ad-

dress this. The seriousness of the situation was confirmed by the results of a survey created 

by the Focus agency, which clearly outlined the seriousness of the issue of spreading disin-

formation and conspiracy theories within the Slovak education system.5 

                                                
1 Especially in terms of amendments to criminal laws, which could be applied in order to limit the impact of hybrid threats, speci-

fically propaganda and disinformation, but also cyber attacks or extremist movements‘ support. 
2 The action plan for the coordination of the fight against hybrid threats represents a milestone for building the resilience of the 

state, 2021, https://www.mod.gov.sk/49554-sk/akcny-plan-koordinacie-boboj-proti-hybridnym-hrozbam-pimposes-milnik- for-

building-resistance-state /.  
3 As part of a comprehensive system of preparing the population for the defense of the state. However, this requires the ful-

fillment of several parameters, which are described in more detail in the study Preparing the population for state defense from 

the workshop of the think tank STRATPOL. Available at: https://stratpol.sk/wp-content/uploads/2020/10/Príprava-obyvateľstva-

na-obranu-štátu-FINAL.pdf. 
4 Program Statement of the Government of the Slovak Republic for the period 2021 - 2024, https://www.nrsr.sk/web/Dyna-

mic/DocumentPreview.aspx?DocID=494677, p. 72. 
5 31 percent of primary school teachers think that vaccination is a preparation for chipping people. The survey found that 44 

percent of teachers consider coronavirus to be a common flu disease, and only 42 percent could get vaccinated against it, if the 

https://www.mod.gov.sk/49554-sk/akcny-plan-koordinacie-boboj-proti-hybridnym-hrozbam-pimposes-milnik-%20for-building-resistance-state%20/
https://www.mod.gov.sk/49554-sk/akcny-plan-koordinacie-boboj-proti-hybridnym-hrozbam-pimposes-milnik-%20for-building-resistance-state%20/
https://stratpol.sk/wp-content/uploads/2020/10/Pr%C3%ADprava-obyvate%C4%BEstva-na-obranu-%C5%A1t%C3%A1tu-FINAL.pdf
https://stratpol.sk/wp-content/uploads/2020/10/Pr%C3%ADprava-obyvate%C4%BEstva-na-obranu-%C5%A1t%C3%A1tu-FINAL.pdf
https://www.nrsr.sk/web/Dynamic/DocumentPreview.aspx?DocID=494677
https://www.nrsr.sk/web/Dynamic/DocumentPreview.aspx?DocID=494677
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At the level of the international environment, the PVV primarily comments on the preservation 

and protection of the stability of Slovakia's foreign policy in terms of the Euro-Atlantic (political, 

economic, value and security) area. The issue of building a common consciousness also 

arises, and as in the case of national defense, it is a matter of cultivating a positive relationship 

and clarifying the functioning of the EU and NATO. The key section is the issue of media 

space, especially social media, within which the Slovak government notices the increase of 

disinformation purposefully causing fear and distrust in state institutions, or liberal democracy 

itself. According to the PVV, the solution is to support initiatives and create mechanisms to 

combat disinformation, as well as to emphasize the importance of efforts to guarantee the 

independence of public media. 

The situation is similar in case of the Security Strategy of the Slovak Republic (adopted on 

28 January 2021), which ranks the readiness of the state and society to respond effectively 

and in a coordinated manner to hybrid threats, including disinformation, among the strategic 

security interests of the state. The document reflects the increase in the instances and scope 

of disinformation and propaganda activities and points to their societal and security impact. In 

particular, it is an attempt to disrupt or destroy decision-making in the democratic process with 

further threats in the form of polarization of society, unrest, manipulation of public opinion or 

destabilization of political reality (e.g. undermining public confidence in state institutions, or 

increasing support for extremist movements). The strategy relies on the creation of a coordi-

nated national mechanism that will increase resilience to disinformation and information oper-

ations, with the primary objective of "strengthening structures and decision-making processes 

for early identification, evaluation and response to impact and disinformation, as well as the 

implementation of systemic measures."6 In addition to the call for the development of critical 

thinking in society (especially in the context of the announced reform of education), the docu-

ment also focuses on the area of strategic communication, which should consist of active 

presentation of foreign policy and security interests of the Slovak Republic. It also aims to 

develop the capacity of public administration and strengthen an effective mechanism for co-

operation with the expert non-governmental, academic and media sectors in the areas of com-

bating disinformation and propaganda and supporting strategic communication. The security 

strategy focuses primarily on anchoring the foreign policy orientation of the Slovak Republic 

within the European neighborhood (membership in the EU and NATO). At the same time, it 

describes Russia as the primary security challenge in the transatlantic region, while China is 

identified as a partner in addressing global challenges, as a competitor (economically and 

technologically), and as a systemic rival to the EU.7 

The Defense Strategy of the Slovak Republic (adopted on 27 January 2021), similarly to 

the PVV, perceives the development of the political, military and security environment (the 

development of military and non-military threats). It points to the presence of hybrid threats, 

disinformation, and unwanted information activities of third parties. The goal is defined as the 

development and institutional/competence update of intelligence services, central state ad-

ministration bodies and professional elements that perform tasks in this area. This is specified 

                                                
vaccine was available. Among the respondents surveyed, 59 percent think that the virus was artificially created in the labora-

tory. (Source: https://www.webnoviny.sk/vskolstve/pre-komoru-ucitelov-su-vysledky-prieskumu-o-konspiraciach-a-dezinforma-

ciach-v-skolstve-alarmujuce/).  
6 Security Strategy of the Slovak Republic, 2021, https://www.mosr.sk/data/files/4263_210128-bezpecnostna-strategia-sr-

2021.pdf, p. 11. 
7 Security Strategy of the Slovak Republic, 2021, https://www.mosr.sk/data/files/4263_210128-bezpecnostna-strategia-sr-

2021.pdf, p. 17. 

https://www.webnoviny.sk/vskolstve/pre-komoru-ucitelov-su-vysledky-prieskumu-o-konspiraciach-a-dezinformaciach-v-skolstve-alarmujuce/
https://www.webnoviny.sk/vskolstve/pre-komoru-ucitelov-su-vysledky-prieskumu-o-konspiraciach-a-dezinformaciach-v-skolstve-alarmujuce/
https://www.mosr.sk/data/files/4263_210128-bezpecnostna-strategia-sr-2021.pdf
https://www.mosr.sk/data/files/4263_210128-bezpecnostna-strategia-sr-2021.pdf
https://www.mosr.sk/data/files/4263_210128-bezpecnostna-strategia-sr-2021.pdf
https://www.mosr.sk/data/files/4263_210128-bezpecnostna-strategia-sr-2021.pdf
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not only at the domestic political level, but also in connection with the decision-making of in-

ternational organizations. Participation in the fulfillment of tasks against hybrid action should 

also be guaranteed by the training of the armed forces or other security forces of the state, 

where the basic effort is presented primarily as the gradual building of resilience not only by 

military but also by civilian means. The document directly defines the factors influencing the 

ability to defend the state, including "the spread of propaganda and disinformation activities, 

which may adversely affect NATO and EU cohesion and action capacity and undermine the 

stability of the democratic political system and decision-making mechanisms within the state, 

undermine citizens' confidence in the democratic state and their will to defend it, contribute to 

the polarization of society, promote extremism and to question the importance of NATO and 

EU membership."8 The solution follows the goals defined by the PVV - it is a transparent flow 

of information towards the population, concerning ensuring the state's defense, including the 

importance of NATO and EU membership, in which the armed forces should participate. 

The military strategy of the Slovak Republic perceives disinformation campaigns as one of 

the key aspects of the security environment, especially in terms of their penetration of the 

personnel of the Armed Forces of the Slovak Republic (OS SR). Like the Defense Strategy of 

the Slovak Republic, it reflects the fact that disinformation, together with hateful and extremist 

content, negatively affects the resilience and determination of human resources (the general 

population, but also military personnel) to actively defend the state. It also takes into consid-

eration the possibility of escalating the disinformation campaign in the ranks of the Armed 

Forces of the Slovak Republic in order to disrupt their coherence and ability to act. The de-

clared goal is to strengthen the resistance of soldiers to disinformation.9 The National Cyber 

Security Strategy deals only marginally with the issue of disinformation, perceiving it as 

an activity that uses cyberspace but goes beyond it - it acts as a means of disseminating and 

sharing problematic content, which requires solution at a strategic level.10 

The documents also include the Coordinated Mechanism of the Slovak Republic's Resili-

ence to Information Operations, which is currently in the inter-ministerial comment proce-

dure, i.e. its evaluation. Once adopted, it should act as a complementary document to the 

APHH, providing comprehensive guidance to different governmental and non-governmental 

institutions and strengthening their capacity and resilience to information operations of various 

kinds. In particular, strengthening own resources and capacities in terms of better detection, 

coordinated response, online platforms, raising awareness of harmful effects, empowering cit-

izens and setting up a specific real-time early warning system between institutions and bod-

ies.11 

The Concept of the Slovak Republic's Fight against Hybrid Threats, which was adopted 

by the Government of the Slovak Republic on 11 July 2018, is also pivotal. In addition to the 

description of the security environment in relation to hybrid threats and the proposed institu-

tional framework for identifying and combating these types of threats, the document specifi-

                                                
8 Security Strategy of the Slovak Republic, 2021, https://www.mosr.sk/data/files/4263_210128-bezpecnostna-strategia-sr-

2021.pdf, p. 4. 
9 Draft of Military Strategy of the Slovak Republic, 2021, https://www.slov-lex.sk/legislativne-procesy/-/SK/LP/2021/235. 
10 National Cyber Security Strategy for 2021 to 2025, https://www.nbu.gov.sk/wp-content/uploads/kyberneticka-bezpecnost/Na-

rodna-strategia-kybernetickej-bezpecnosti.pdf, p. 11. 
11 Koordinovaný mechanizmus odolnosti Slovenskej republiky voči informačným operáciám, 2020, https://www.slov-lex.sk/legis-

lativne-procesy/-/SK/LP/2020/507. 

https://www.mosr.sk/data/files/4263_210128-bezpecnostna-strategia-sr-2021.pdf
https://www.mosr.sk/data/files/4263_210128-bezpecnostna-strategia-sr-2021.pdf
https://www.slov-lex.sk/legislativne-procesy/-/SK/LP/2021/235
https://www.nbu.gov.sk/wp-content/uploads/kyberneticka-bezpecnost/Narodna-strategia-kybernetickej-bezpecnosti.pdf
https://www.nbu.gov.sk/wp-content/uploads/kyberneticka-bezpecnost/Narodna-strategia-kybernetickej-bezpecnosti.pdf
https://www.slov-lex.sk/legislativne-procesy/-/SK/LP/2020/507
https://www.slov-lex.sk/legislativne-procesy/-/SK/LP/2020/507
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cally addresses the key vulnerabilities of the Slovak Republic in connection with external prop-

aganda and disinformation campaigns.12 According to the concept, the main role in this area 

is reserved for two institutions: The Situation Center and the National Security Analysis Cen-

ter.13 

NATIONAL INSTITUTIONAL FRAMEWORK 

The main task of the Situation Center (hereinafter “SITCEN”), established at the Office of the 

Government of the Slovak Republic (under the Office of the Security Council of the Slovak 

Republic), is to gather and evaluate information on events affecting the security environment 

not only in the Slovak Republic but also in the context of international politics and foreign 

cooperation. The result is mainly analyses of the given information, which are further shared 

with the relevant state administration bodies. According to the Concept of Combating Hybrid 

Threats, the Slovak Republic also fulfills the role of a national contact point, which implies the 

task of receiving and distributing Hybrid Fusion Cell (HFC) products at the national level. The 

process also works the other way around, when SITCEN acts as an advisor in hybrid threats 

that affect the Slovak Republic for HFC or assists HFC in preparing analyses of the security 

situation.14 

In the context of the National Security Analytical Centre (hereinafter "NBAC"), established 

within the structures of the Slovak Information Service (SIS), we can talk about the main role 

in preparing comprehensive analytical assessments of security incidents, monitoring the se-

curity situation from exposed sources and providing analytical products on threats to selected 

recipients. NBAC functions as an analytical workplace, and at the same time, according to the 

Concept of the Fight of Hybrid Threats, as a national cooperation center for hybrid threats, 

based on the active participation of the decisive state bodies of the Slovak Republic. Partici-

pating government entities provide NBAC with information support in the form of reports of 

recorded security incidents. Information processed by the NBAC analytical office are provided 

to all participating state bodies and institutions.15 

The position and field of competence of both bodies is to a large extent adjusted through 

the aforementioned Coordinated Mechanism of the Slovak Republic's Resilience to Infor-

mation Operations, which offers them a specific position in the given area. Both bodies act as 

entities providing cooperation and synergy in the analysis of elements of information opera-

tions (PIO). In the future, SITCEN should fulfill a coordinating and analytical function horizon-

tally in relation to public administration bodies, non-governmental organizations and the public, 

where it should primarily fulfill the role of registration and further assessment of specific PIOs. 

NBAC will play a role in the analysis, primarily by using inputs or analyses prepared by the 

participating ministries. A high degree of mutual cooperation is expected between the two 

bodies (and similarly also the central state administration bodies), and in specific cases it will 

                                                
12 The concept of the Slovak Republic's fight against hybrid threats. https://www.nbu.gov.sk/wp-content/uploads/PHHD/Koncep-

cia-boja-SR-proti-hybridnym-hrozbam.pdf.  
13 Slovak Republic Hybrid Threats Vulnerability Study. Executive Summary, 2018, https://www.globsec.org/wp-content/uplo-

ads/2018/12/Slovak-Republic-Hybrid-Threats-Vulnerability-Study_Executive-Summary.pdf.  
14 Conception of the fight of the Slovak Republic against hybrid threats, https://www.nbu.gov.sk/wp-content/uploads/PHHD/Kon-

cepcia-boja-SR-proti-hybridnym-hrozbam.pdf  
15 National Security Analysis Center (NBAC), https://www.sis.gov.sk/o-nas/nbac.html.  

https://www.nbu.gov.sk/wp-content/uploads/PHHD/Koncepcia-boja-SR-proti-hybridnym-hrozbam.pdf
https://www.nbu.gov.sk/wp-content/uploads/PHHD/Koncepcia-boja-SR-proti-hybridnym-hrozbam.pdf
https://www.globsec.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/12/Slovak-Republic-Hybrid-Threats-Vulnerability-Study_Executive-Summary.pdf
https://www.globsec.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/12/Slovak-Republic-Hybrid-Threats-Vulnerability-Study_Executive-Summary.pdf
https://www.nbu.gov.sk/wp-content/uploads/PHHD/Koncepcia-boja-SR-proti-hybridnym-hrozbam.pdf
https://www.nbu.gov.sk/wp-content/uploads/PHHD/Koncepcia-boja-SR-proti-hybridnym-hrozbam.pdf
https://www.sis.gov.sk/o-nas/nbac.html
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also require cooperation with similar EU and NATO centers. Emphasis is also placed on the 

transparency of the process and the strategic element of communication of problematic topics 

(disinformation activities, respectively PIO).16 

A Department for Hybrid Threats and Strengthening Resilience, which operates within the 

structures of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs and European Affairs of the Slovak Republic, was 

also established. It responds to the need to allocate the necessary operational and expert 

capacities for the systematic processing of the agenda of hybrid threats (including the issue 

of disinformation) within the Ministry and the Security Policy Department, respectively. The 

department ensures the effective exchange of information, coordination of activities, develop-

ment of measures and fulfillment of tasks related to the fight against hybrid threats and 

strengthening resilience, including in the context of international cooperation and cooperation 

with the non-governmental sector. 

In 2020, the Office for Hybrid Threats and Disinformation (PHHD) was also established 

under the National Security Authority (NSA), which operates in close cooperation with SITCEN 

and NBAC, as well as with the National Center for Cyber Security SK-CERT. Both state insti-

tutions fulfill the intention of the EU and the governments of the Slovak Republic to systemat-

ically monitor, evaluate, analyze and respond to information operations aimed at disseminat-

ing potentially harmful information. In the near future, we can expect the establishment of 

similar workplaces at the Ministry of Defense17 and within the intelligence services.18 

In the legislative area, the Ministry of Justice of the Slovak Republic announced that it 

wants to address the issue of disinformation in the amendment to the Criminal Procedure 

Code planned in the second half of 2021. Under current legislation, disinformation is only 

criminalized to a limited extent, and as such, it is criminalized within the crime of spreading 

false alerts or the crime of defamation. 

INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION AND  
ACTIVITIES AGAINST DISINFORMATION 

The most important platforms for the formation and realization of the national interests of the 

Slovak Republic are, of course, the European Union (hereinafter "EU") and the North Atlantic 

Treaty Organization (hereinafter "NATO"). Both organizations face disinformation campaigns, 

mainly for the benefit of the Russian Federation and China, which have doubled their efforts 

in the wake of the coronavirus pandemic19. NATO and the EU play auxiliary and coordination 

roles in areas where action at the national level has proved ineffective or insufficient. Efforts 

to effectively exchange experiences and share knowledge on hybrid threats, as well as to 

                                                
16 Coordinated Mechanism of the Slovak Republic's Resilience to Information Operations, 2020, https://www.slov-lex.sk/legisla-

tivne-procesy/-/SK/LP/2020/507.  
17 Within which the Analytical Department of the Ministry of Defense currently operates, dealing with the issue of disinformation 

only occasionally through several analyzes or articles.  
18 Kandrik, Matej. 2020. Evaluation of the approach of the Slovak Republic to the fight against hybrid threats. STRATPOL. 

https://stratpol.sk/wp-content/uploads/2021/02/publi-zhodnotenie-pr%C3%ADstupu.pdf.  
19 More on disinformation activities related to the coronavirus pandemic in the EEAS report: https://euvsdisinfo.eu/eeas-special-

report-update-2-22-april/.  

https://www.slov-lex.sk/legislativne-procesy/-/SK/LP/2020/507
https://www.slov-lex.sk/legislativne-procesy/-/SK/LP/2020/507
https://stratpol.sk/wp-content/uploads/2021/02/publi-zhodnotenie-pr%C3%ADstupu.pdf
https://euvsdisinfo.eu/eeas-special-report-update-2-22-april/
https://euvsdisinfo.eu/eeas-special-report-update-2-22-april/
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conduct international exercises with hybrid scenarios, are pivotal. Both platforms set stand-

ards and requirements for Member States on resilience to hybrid threats. 

The European Commission, the Council of the European Union and the European Parliament 

address the issues of disinformation and the influence of foreign actors. Following the decision 

of the European Council, the East StratCom Task Force was set up, the main task of which 

is to analyze disinformation trends and to detect disinformation narratives emanating from the 

Russian Federation.20 

In 2018, the EU Code of Conduct on Disinformation was developed to prevent the dissem-

ination of online disinformation and fake news. Representatives of online platforms, social 

networks and the advertising industry agreed on the implementation of self-regulatory stand-

ards. However, the self-regulatory mechanism means the need to rely on voluntary and re-

sponsible data sharing by such platforms. The original goal of the Rapid Alert System on 

Disinformation was to promote coordination between the EU institutions and public authori-

ties. In reality, however, it is not an effectively set up system that would quickly collect data 

and send alerts. As part of the latest development of the Code of Practice on Disinformation, 

the European Commission issued a new guideline in May 2021 to strengthen and increase its 

effectiveness - Guidance on Strengthening the Code of Practice on Disinformation.21 The 

most significant change compared to the original wording is the transition from the self-regu-

latory principle to co-regulation. The guideline brings several other important elements: 

● Greater participation with tailor-made commitments; 

● Better demonetization of disinformation; 

● Ensuring the integrity of services; 

● Empowering users; 

● Increasing the scope of fact-checking and improving access to data for researchers; 

● Creating a more robust monitoring framework.22 

An interesting element in the fight against disinformation is the European Digital Media Ob-

servatory (EDMO23) and its regional hub for Central Europe, the Central European Digital 

Media Observatory (CEDMO), in which Poland, the Czech Republic and the Slovak Republic 

are currently involved. Its aim is to increase the ability to detect, analyze and alert institutions 

to disinformation campaigns, and to strengthen media literacy among the public. At the same 

time, EDMO serves as a center of cooperation between fact-checkers, academics and other 

stakeholders. 

The latest developments in EU activities are also declared in the European Democracy Ac-

tion Plan24 (EDAP) (2020), which aims to ensure citizens' participation in the democratic sys-

                                                
20 Strategic communications: East and South, 2016, https://www.robert-schuman.eu/en/european-issues/0415-strategic-

communications-east-and-south.  
21 Guidance on Strengthening the Code of Practice on Disinformation, 2021, https://ec.europa.eu/commission/presscorner/de-

tail/en/ip_21_2585.  
22 Commission presents guidance to strengthen the Code of Practice on Disinformation, 2021, https://ec.europa.eu/commis-

sion/presscorner/detail/en/ip_21_2585. 
23 European Digital Media Observatory (EDMO), 2020, https://digital-strategy.ec.europa.eu/en/policies/european-digital-media-

observatory.  
24 European Democracy Action Plan: making EU democracies stronger, 2020, https://ec.europa.eu/commission/presscorner/de-

tail/en/IP_20_2250. 

https://www.robert-schuman.eu/en/european-issues/0415-strategic-communications-east-and-south
https://www.robert-schuman.eu/en/european-issues/0415-strategic-communications-east-and-south
https://ec.europa.eu/commission/presscorner/detail/en/ip_21_2585
https://ec.europa.eu/commission/presscorner/detail/en/ip_21_2585
https://ec.europa.eu/commission/presscorner/detail/en/ip_21_2585
https://ec.europa.eu/commission/presscorner/detail/en/ip_21_2585
https://digital-strategy.ec.europa.eu/en/policies/european-digital-media-observatory
https://digital-strategy.ec.europa.eu/en/policies/european-digital-media-observatory
https://ec.europa.eu/commission/presscorner/detail/en/IP_20_2250
https://ec.europa.eu/commission/presscorner/detail/en/IP_20_2250
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tem through informed decision-making without illegal interference and manipulation, i.e. with-

out external interference.25 It focuses on the areas of electoral integrity, freedom and pluralism 

of the media and disinformation. Among other things, it advocates the promotion of civil soci-

ety, media literacy, fact-checking and cooperation between civil society actors at the European 

level. 

The latest part of the EU's digital strategy is the Digital Services Act26 (DSA) (2020), which 

seeks to strengthen the single market for digital services and promote innovation and the 

competitiveness of Europe's online environment. It is a series of legislative acts that responds 

to the urgent need to update the legal framework of the single market, in particular in terms of 

guaranteeing user safety and promoting innovation for digital service providers. The pillars of 

modernization are thus based on the rules defining the responsibility of digital services for 

addressing the risks faced by their users and for protecting their rights, as well as on the ex-

ante rules applicable to gigantic online platforms27. The legislation is groundbreaking in that it 

is the first to pave the way for comprehensive regulation of Internet content, advertising, algo-

rithms for recommending content to users, e-commerce, copyright or transparency. It is 

planned to introduce content management procedures, and sanction mechanisms are being 

discussed to combat illegal and harmful content while respecting the differences between 

Member States' legal systems.28 

Several areas have been identified for closer cooperation and coordination between the EU 

and NATO, including situational awareness, cyber security, strategic communication and pre-

vention, and crisis response, respectively. Both institutions have developed manuals for coor-

dinating responses to hybrid activities and have started participating in Parallel and Coordi-

nated Exercises ("PACE"). The cooperation also works within the EU and NATO centers of 

excellence, or INTCEN and the hybrid threat analysis branch within the JIS. A specific cate-

gory of cooperation is the European Center of Excellence for Combating Hybrid Threats 

(Hybrid CoE) (2017), which was set up to research the application of hybrid strategies and 

encourage the development of concepts and technologies within the private sector and indus-

try to build Member States' resilience. The Slovak Republic became a member in 2020. The 

primary goal of Hybrid CoE is to create a space for cooperation between participating coun-

tries, the EU and NATO as a platform for sharing experiences. 

Both organizations offer space and an institutionalized framework of tools for communication, 

cooperation and coordination of actors and for a multilateral approach to combating hybrid 

threats. Both are responsible for addressing hybrid threats at Member State level. There is 

intensive cooperation between the two platforms at different levels, such as the sharing and 

exchange of intelligence, shared situational awareness, joint exercises and support for capac-

ity building and expertise. Within the EU, the issues of the integrity of elections, plurality and 

independence of the media, media literacy and protection of users in the online space are 

emphasized. NATO focuses primarily on addressing cybersecurity, and uncovering vulnera-

bilities in the absence of cognitive security. In particular, it emphasizes defense in the cyber 

                                                
25 European Democracy Action Plan, 2020, https://ec.europa.eu/info/law/better-regulation/have-your-say/initiatives/12506-Euro-

pean-Democracy-Action-Plan.  
26 Digital Services Act, 2020, https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/en/TXT/?uri=COM:2020:825:FIN. 
27 The Digital Services Act Package, 2020, https://ec.europa.eu/digital-single-market/en/digital-services-act-package.  
28 Digital Services Act, 2020, www.europarl.europa.eu/RegData/etudes/STUD/2020/654180/EPRS_STU(2020)654180_EN.pdf. 

https://ec.europa.eu/info/law/better-regulation/have-your-say/initiatives/12506-European-Democracy-Action-Plan
https://ec.europa.eu/info/law/better-regulation/have-your-say/initiatives/12506-European-Democracy-Action-Plan
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/en/TXT/?uri=COM:2020:825:FIN
https://ec.europa.eu/digital-single-market/en/digital-services-act-package
http://www.europarl.europa.eu/RegData/etudes/STUD/2020/654180/EPRS_STU(2020)654180_EN.pdf
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domain, joint exercises with elements of hybrid threats, the work of Counter Hybrid Support 

Teams or intensive intelligence cooperation. 

An important milestone in the EU's action on hybrid threats is the document Complementary 

Efforts to Enhance Resilience and Counter Hybrid Threats29 (2019). For the first time, it 

explicitly mentions the terms resilience, hybrid threats and disinformation. It formally delegates 

responsibility for combating hybrid threats to the Member States. According to this document, 

the EU's efforts are complementary and do not affect the exclusive responsibility of Member 

States in matters of national security. It stresses the need to secure resources for the Euro-

pean External Action Service's Strategic Communication Teams (EEAS Stratcom Task 

Forces). The European Union is actively addressing the issue of disinformation under the 

auspices of the European External Action Service (EEAS) and its Strategic Communication 

Division.30 

In order to improve the exchange of information and the sharing of intelligence, a common 

platform for the EU and Member States, the EU Hybrid Fusion Cell, has been set up to 

obtain, analyze and share information from classified and open sources, issuing warnings on 

hybrid threat indicators from stakeholders. It is linked to similar EU and Member State bodies 

and works closely with Hybrid CoE. It operates under the auspices of the EEAS, specifically 

under the EU Intelligence Analysis Center (EU INTCEN).31 

SOCIETAL FRAMEWORK 

On the part of the state, in the fight against disinformation, and other hoaxes which have the 

potential to endanger the safety, health and property of Slovak citizens, there are active rep-

resentatives of the Slovak Police Force through an official Facebook profile.32 The special pro-

file Hoaxes and Frauds - Police of the Slovak Republic, which specializes in the fight against 

hoaxes and fraud in the online space, is also an effective instrument.33 The Ministry of Health 

of the Slovak Republic has also started to respond to disinformation related to Covid-19 and 

vaccinations, which, within its Facebook profile, seeks to refute dangerous medical disinfor-

mation and hoaxes34. The Minister of Foreign Affairs of the Slovak Republic Ivan Korčok 

played a significant role in the fight against disinformation during the coronavirus pandemic. 

The Ministry of Defense of the Slovak Republic established the CIMIC and PSYOPS center in 

Martin. It is a unit of forces for special operations of the Armed Forces of the Slovak Republic, 

the aim of which is civil-military cooperation (CIMIC - "Civil-Military Cooperation") and con-

ducting psychological operations (PSYOPS - Psychological Operations"). In August 2020, the 

activity of four American soldiers was approved for the center, to coordinate the joint activities 

                                                
29 Conclusions on Complementary Efforts to Enhance Resilience and Counter Hybrid Threats, 2019, https://data.consilium.eu-

ropa.eu/doc/document/ST-14972-2019-INIT/en/pdf.  
30 The activities of the EEAS Strategic Communication Division and in particular the three Task Forces (East, Western Balkans, 

South) must be supported by sufficient resources for long-term planning, implementation and evaluation.  
31 A Europe that protects: good progress on tackling hybrid threats, 2019, 

https://ec.europa.eu/commission/presscorner/detail/en/IP_19_2788.  
32 Police of the Slovak Republic. Facebook profile. https://www.facebook.com/policiaslovakia.  
33 Hoaxes and fraud - Slovak Police. Facebook profile. https://www.facebook.com/hoaxPZ.  
34 Ministry of Health of the SR. Facebook profile. https://www.facebook.com/MinisterstvoZdravotnictvaSR.  

https://data.consilium.europa.eu/doc/document/ST-14972-2019-INIT/en/pdf
https://data.consilium.europa.eu/doc/document/ST-14972-2019-INIT/en/pdf
https://ec.europa.eu/commission/presscorner/detail/en/IP_19_2788
https://www.facebook.com/policiaslovakia
https://www.facebook.com/hoaxPZ
https://www.facebook.com/MinisterstvoZdravotnictvaSR
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of the Slovak Armed Forces, NATO allies and civilian organizations before the start of opera-

tions.35 It is also about deepening the capabilities of the Armed Forces of the Slovak Republic, 

which are needed to fulfill Slovakia's commitment to contribute to NATO’s Immediate Reaction 

Force (IRF).36 PSYOPS activities focus on the pitfalls of modern information warfare by com-

bating disinformation or maintaining a positive perception of one's own forces through effective 

communication with civilian actors. Greater attention should also be paid to the area of new 

technologies and the challenges they bring to regional and national security.37 This year's 

international exercise Slovenský štít (Slovak Shield 2021) was carried out in this direction, and 

also focused on the readiness of the Slovak Republic to effectively face the hybrid processes 

of conducting combat operations. The aim was to determine the speed of detection and the 

ability of the security and intelligence units of the Slovak Republic to react.38 

Council for Broadcasting and Retransmission (RVR) exercises state regulation in the field of 

radio and television broadcasting, retransmission and the provision of audiovisual media ser-

vices. The RVR draws attention to the activities of the European Regulators Group for Audio-

visual Media Services (ERGA), which recently published a report on the definition of disinfor-

mation and related terms.39 The RVR also organizes discussions with representatives from 

various sectors and focuses on the European Union's initiatives in the field of combating dis-

information and regulating online platforms.40 Through EPRA, the Slovak representative has 

the opportunity to work on three key topics that EPRA has identified as priorities: hate speech, 

cooperation with regulators in other regulatory areas, and artificial intelligence.41 

The civil society sector and the platforms or initiatives created by its actors, who have been 

replacing the state in this area for a long time, play an important role in combating disinfor-

mation. At the professional level, the Globsec think-tank focuses on research activities in the 

field of global security and security policy. Globsec has created a project called Alliance for 

a Healthy Infosphere, which aims to contribute to a secure online space, advocate for the reg-

ulation of digital platforms and the protection of users.42 The MEMO98 platform is active in the 

area of election monitoring, media and media analysis with regard to the area of disinfor-

mation.43 

                                                
35 The government approved the activity of four American soldiers in Slovakia, 2020, https://www.teraz.sk/slovensko/vlada-

schvalila-posobenie-styroch-am/487721-clanok.html.  
36 Announcement: MO: The Ministry of Defense proposes that four…, 2020, https://www.tasr.sk/tasr-cla-

nok/TASR:20200811TBB00269 could operate in Slovakia. 
37 Minister of Defense J. Naď: Vyšehrad cooperation in the field of defense and security will be extended by strategic communi-

cation, 2021, https://www.mosr.sk/49545-sk/minister-obrany-j-nad-vysehradska-spolupraca-v-oblasti-obrany-a-bezpecnosti-sa-

rozsiri-o-strategicku-komunikaciu/?fbclid=IwAR3PA6yUml4_QFuUs7aMJmptH2U9FKY2aiEdtd__QFWUbLCyvRwDLkBxh78. 
38 The military exercise Slovenský štít 2021 also checked the readiness of the security and intelligence units of the state, 2021, 

https://www.mosr.sk/49615-sk/vojenske-cvicenie-slovensky-stit-2021-preverilo-aj-pripravenost-bezpecnostnych-a-spravodaj-

skych-zloziek-statu/.  
39 ERGA published the report Definition of Disinformation and Related Terms, 2021, http://www.rvr.sk/zprava-erga-publikovala-

spravu-definicia-dezinformacii-a-suvisiace-pojmy.  
40 For example, the discussion “New Code of Practices against the Spread of Disinformation - Expectations, Visions and Plans”, 

http://www.rvr.sk/aktualita-novy-kodex-postupov-proti-sireniu-dezinformacii-ocakavania-vizie-a-plany. 
41 Matějka from the Broadcasting and Retransmission Council: The European Commission is trying to create a transparent sys-

tem so that digital platforms comply with their own rules, 2021, https://infosecurity.sk/dezinfo/matejka-z-rady-pre-vysielanie-a-

retransmisiu-europska-komisia-sa-snazi-vytvorit-transparentny-system-aby-digitalne-platformy-dodrziavali-vlastne-pravidla/.  
42 Alliance for Healthy Infosphere, https://www.globsec.org/initiatives/alliance-for-healthy-infosphere/.  
43 MEMO98. https://memo98.sk/contact. 

https://www.teraz.sk/slovensko/vlada-schvalila-posobenie-styroch-am/487721-clanok.html
https://www.teraz.sk/slovensko/vlada-schvalila-posobenie-styroch-am/487721-clanok.html
https://www.tasr.sk/tasr-clanok/TASR:20200811TBB00269
https://www.tasr.sk/tasr-clanok/TASR:20200811TBB00269
https://www.mosr.sk/49545-sk/minister-obrany-j-nad-vysehradska-spolupraca-v-oblasti-obrany-a-bezpecnosti-sa-rozsiri-o-strategicku-komunikaciu/?fbclid=IwAR3PA6yUml4_QFuUs7aMJmptH2U9FKY2aiEdtd__QFWUbLCyvRwDLkBxh78
https://www.mosr.sk/49545-sk/minister-obrany-j-nad-vysehradska-spolupraca-v-oblasti-obrany-a-bezpecnosti-sa-rozsiri-o-strategicku-komunikaciu/?fbclid=IwAR3PA6yUml4_QFuUs7aMJmptH2U9FKY2aiEdtd__QFWUbLCyvRwDLkBxh78
https://www.mosr.sk/49615-sk/vojenske-cvicenie-slovensky-stit-2021-preverilo-aj-pripravenost-bezpecnostnych-a-spravodajskych-zloziek-statu/
https://www.mosr.sk/49615-sk/vojenske-cvicenie-slovensky-stit-2021-preverilo-aj-pripravenost-bezpecnostnych-a-spravodajskych-zloziek-statu/
http://www.rvr.sk/zprava-erga-publikovala-spravu-definicia-dezinformacii-a-suvisiace-pojmy
http://www.rvr.sk/zprava-erga-publikovala-spravu-definicia-dezinformacii-a-suvisiace-pojmy
http://www.rvr.sk/aktualita-novy-kodex-postupov-proti-sireniu-dezinformacii-ocakavania-vizie-a-plany
https://infosecurity.sk/dezinfo/matejka-z-rady-pre-vysielanie-a-retransmisiu-europska-komisia-sa-snazi-vytvorit-transparentny-system-aby-digitalne-platformy-dodrziavali-vlastne-pravidla/
https://infosecurity.sk/dezinfo/matejka-z-rady-pre-vysielanie-a-retransmisiu-europska-komisia-sa-snazi-vytvorit-transparentny-system-aby-digitalne-platformy-dodrziavali-vlastne-pravidla/
https://www.globsec.org/initiatives/alliance-for-healthy-infosphere/
https://memo98.sk/contact
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The konspiratori.sk44 project works as a public database of sites with frivolous, misleading, 

fraudulent, conspiratorial or propagandistic content. The project evaluates the level of rele-

vance of selected media and draws attention to sites within which it does not recommend 

paying for advertising. There are also a number of other platforms and initiatives at the general 

public level. Some of them are primarily engaged in factchecking, among them the important 

project Demagog.sk,45 which focuses on the control of factuality in the statements of politicians 

and public active persons in the media and online space. 

The blbec.online portal is dedicated to creating a database for assessing the virality of disin-

formation from Czech and Slovak Facebook groups. The databases created by the 

blbec.online46 and konspiratori.sk platforms are also used by the Facebook Messenger bot, 

known as checkbot,47 which seeks to detect fake news. 

Within the broader platform of the Slovak Security Policy Institute (SSPI), there is the Anti-

propaganda.sk project, which deals with the manifestation of the information war in the Slovak 

media space. The portal draws attention to spreading disinformation, lies and half-truths that 

run counter to the interests of the Slovak Republic. The CyberSec.sk portal also focuses on 

the topic of new security threats, focusing on the areas of national cybersecurity or threats 

brought by new technologies within the Slovak space.48 

A joint project of SSPI and Stratpol - Strategic Policy Institute, called Infosecurity.sk,49 deals 

with a wide range of harmful disinformation, conspiracies and threats not only for the Slovak 

information space. This platform deals with digital investigative, analytical and publishing ac-

tivities in order to detect and point out security threats in cyberspace and on social media. 

Infosecurity.sk is currently a project jointly covered by Stratpol - Strategic Policy Institute and 

SSPI. In addition to the Antipropaganda.sk editorial office, it was also preceded by the Digital 

Infospace Security Initiative (DISI) platform. It focuses on promoting a quality and transparent 

information space through the pillars of education, research and advocacy.50 The platform 

uses fact-checking, refutation of disinformation or the creation of an information dictionary 

containing basic concepts of cognitive safety,51 which was later a partial source for the SIS 

Short Terminological Dictionary at the initiative of the NBAC.52 An active article in building 

social resilience and strengthening democracy is also the project Sebavedomé Slovensko, 

which, in addition to positive strategic communication of important topics, also responds to 

spreading disinformation narratives.53 

The Vaxinator website deals with current disinformation in the medical field and was created 

in response to societal inclinations to refuse vaccination. It therefore deals mainly with issues 

                                                
44 Konspiratori.sk. https://www.konspiratori.sk. 
45 Demagog.sk. https://demagog.sk/o-nas/. 
46 Blbec.online. https://blbec.online. 
47 Checkbot. https://www.checkbot.sk. 
48 Cybersec.sk. https://cybersec.sk/o-nas/. 
49 Infosecurity.sk. https://infosecurity.sk/o-stranke/. 
50 Digital Infospace Security Initiative. https://disi.stratpol.sk. 
51 Infoslovník, https://disi.stratpol.sk/infoslovnik/. 
52 Short terminological dictionary. Hybrid threats. https://www.sis.gov.sk/o-nas/nbac-slovnik-hh.html. 
53 Sebavedomé Slovensko. Facebook profile. https://www.facebook.com/sebavedomeslovensko. 

https://www.konspiratori.sk/
https://demagog.sk/o-nas/
https://blbec.online/
https://www.checkbot.sk/?fbclid=IwAR21wfQUSuqPImBDORNhn9Tw6tYvr0QNcLF_iTCdMv7jwVUiB4S5lqlJS_M
https://cybersec.sk/o-nas/
https://infosecurity.sk/o-stranke/
https://disi.stratpol.sk/
https://disi.stratpol.sk/infoslovnik/
https://www.sis.gov.sk/o-nas/nbac-slovnik-hh.html
https://www.facebook.com/sebavedomeslovensko
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of vaccine development or threats to the spread of coronavirus.54 Lovci šarlatánov (The Char-

latan Hunters) site has a similar raison d’etre, focusing primarily on refuting medical disinfor-

mation, hoaxes, fraud, and conspiracies currently associated with Covid-19 and vaccination.55 

Within the media environment, the topic of combating disinformation appears in several rel-

evant media. We can name, for example, the euractiv.sk portal, which in the Information So-

ciety section deals with a wide range of threats to the information environment, as well as 

trends in the fight against disinformation at the Slovak and EU level.56 The aktuality.sk portal 

is active in this regard and seeks to raise awareness of disinformation trends and narratives, 

as well as media literacy and overall resistance to this phenomenon.57 Other media such as 

SME,58 Hospodárske noviny,59 Pravda60 and the public television RTVS61 also point out the 

threats resulting from the spread of disinformation. Denník N also regularly deals with these 

topics, reflecting on the topics of disinformation trends, hoaxes, or conspiracies, in the form of 

articles, blogs and materials aimed at increasing media literacy62 (the Lie and Conspiracies 

handbook or the Taming Hoaxes video series) or the Hoaxes and Propaganda section.63 

As part of the activities of the academic community in the fight against disinformation, we 

can point to the activities of the Slovak Academy of Sciences. Within the Open Academy pro-

gram, in cooperation with other scientific institutes in Slovakia, it publishes educational texts 

aimed at strengthening media literacy, raising awareness of disinformation trends and manip-

ulation.64 Researchers from the Institute of Experimental Psychology of the Center for Social 

and Psychological Sciences of the Slovak Academy of Sciences are especially active. In 

March 2020, Jakub Šrol and Vladimíra Čavojová, who deal with the topic of disinformation, 

conducted a survey focused on conspiracy theories and disinformation in the context of Covid-

19.65 

The Central European Digital Media Observatory (CEDMO) brings together several scientific 

institutes and workplaces. Research into the impact of disinformation on society will be con-

ducted within CEDMO by scientists in the field of social sciences, as well as the media envi-

ronment, technology and artificial intelligence. The Slovak Republic will be represented here 

by researchers from the University of St. Cyril and Methodius in Trnava, the Kempelen Institute 

of Intelligent Technologies (KInIT), as well as the Infosecurity.sk platform and the Demagog.sk 

fact-checking portal. 

Several companies and private sector entities will also focus on combating disinformation. 

For example, ESET, which supports digital security education, is addressing this issue, and 

since 2020 has been working to raise awareness and media literacy through the Safe on the 

                                                
54 Vaxinátor. Facebook profile. https://www.facebook.com/Vaxinátor-111884570490475. 
55 Lovci šarlatánov. Facebook profile. https://www.facebook.com/LovciSarlatanov. 
56 euractiv.sk. https://euractiv.sk/sections/informacna-spolocnost/. 
57 noizz.aktuality.sk. https://noizz.aktuality.sk/dezinformacie. 
58 sme.sk. https://www.sme.sk/?ref=hlav. 
59 hnonline.sk. https://hnonline.sk/tagy/17467-dezinformacie. 
60 Pravda. https://www.pravda.sk/trendove-temy/dezinformacie/. 
61 spravy.rtvs.sk. https://spravy.rtvs.sk/tag/dezinformacie/. 
62 Mediálna výchova: Príručky o dezinformáciách, kritickom myslení a fungovaní médií, https://dennikn.sk/medialnavychova/. 
63 Hoaxy a propaganda, https://dennikn.sk/tema/hoaxy-a-propaganda/. 
64 Napríklad brožúra Fámy, konšpiračné teórie a dezinformácie očami spoločenských vied, 

https://indd.adobe.com/view/181b67bb-0047-40ce-9e13-18c17d5b39be. 
65 Počas koronakrízy sme najviac verili lekárom, vedcom a vláde, 2020, https://vedanadosah.cvtisr.sk/ludia/pocas-koronakrizy-

sme-najviac-verili-lekarom-vedcom-a-vlade/. 

https://www.facebook.com/Vaxin%C3%A1tor-111884570490475
https://www.facebook.com/LovciSarlatanov
https://euractiv.sk/sections/informacna-spolocnost/
https://noizz.aktuality.sk/dezinformacie
https://www.sme.sk/?ref=hlav
https://hnonline.sk/tagy/17467-dezinformacie
https://www.pravda.sk/trendove-temy/dezinformacie/
https://spravy.rtvs.sk/tag/dezinformacie/
https://dennikn.sk/medialnavychova/
https://dennikn.sk/tema/hoaxy-a-propaganda/
https://indd.adobe.com/view/181b67bb-0047-40ce-9e13-18c17d5b39be
https://vedanadosah.cvtisr.sk/ludia/pocas-koronakrizy-sme-najviac-verili-lekarom-vedcom-a-vlade/
https://vedanadosah.cvtisr.sk/ludia/pocas-koronakrizy-sme-najviac-verili-lekarom-vedcom-a-vlade/
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Net platform, highlighting the phenomena of disinformation, conspiracy or content manipula-

tion.66 

In May 2021, the mobile operator O2, in cooperation with Markíza Television, created the 

#UseDataResponsibly67 campaign aimed at increasing media literacy. It includes interviews 

with experts and information on the origin and spread of disinformation, hoaxes, conspiracies 

and untruths. 

STUDIES AND ANALYSES DEALING WITH 

THE FIGHT AGAINST DISINFORMATION 

Non-governmental organizations, independent think-tanks and individual activists are en-

gaged in the analysis and evaluation of the issue of disinformation in the Slovak Republic. 

From the change of the governing coalition to the parliamentary elections in 2020 and in con-

nection with the coronavirus pandemic, state institutions are also beginning to address the 

issue to a greater extent. 

The Globsec Trends 2021 study, which looks at the development of Central and Eastern Eu-

ropean (CEE) countries during the Covid-19 pandemic, points to mistrust in national govern-

ments, which proved to be less competent in dealing with the pandemic. He also talks about 

the persistence of conspiracy theories, where up to 11% of people believe that Covid-19 does 

not exist. The document also describes the high level of sympathy towards Russia and China 

(up to 47% of the population identifies Moscow as a strategic partner; 19% of the population 

considers the Chinese regime to be an inspiration for the Slovak Republic). Distrust of the 

mainstream media, which is not trusted by up to 60% of Slovaks, has also increased.68 

Globsec also conducted a study by the Voices of Central and Eastern Europe, focusing on 

governance and the level of democracy in 10 European countries during the Covid-19 pan-

demic. According to the study, 38% of respondents prefer a government of a strong leader 

with autocratic tendencies. The research shows that 50% of the population of the Slovak Re-

public feels that the West threatens their values and identity, while 53% of them describe it as 

a threat to the USA. Slovakia has the highest percentage of confidence in conspiracy theories 

within selected countries.69 

Analyses from Globsec and antipropaganda.sk from 2020 and 2021 suggest that alternative 

media or problematic Facebook pages may gain a similar or even higher number of Facebook 

interactions than traditional media.70 71 However, the overall reach of alternative websites is 

                                                
66 bezpecnenanete.eset.sk. https://bezpecnenanete.eset.com/sk/it-bezpecnost/dezinformacie/. 
67 datujzodpovedne.o2.sk. https://datujzodpovedne.o2.sk/?gclid=Cj0KCQjw8vqGBhC_ARI-

sADMSd1DhwFiVP61XdfC59WbQkGKmegWVf_cKLqwe9Gs1Y0dZsCc2J_PhxcwaAhzzEALw_wcB. 
68 GLOBSEC Trends 2021, https://www.globsec.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/06/GLOBSEC-Trends-2021_final.pdf. 
69 Voices of Central and Eastern Europe, Slovakia Country Report, 2020, https://www.globsec.org/wp-content/uplo-

ads/2020/09/Voices-of-Central-and-Eastern-Europe_Slovak-country-report.pdf. 
70 SME.sk. 2020. “Globsec: Články dezinformačných webov sú na facebooku atraktívnejšie.” https://ekono-

mika.sme.sk/c/22330500/globsec-clanky-dezinformacnych-webov-su-na-facebooku-atraktivnejsie.html. 
71 Spišák, Matej. 2021. “Rusko v slovenskom dezinformačnom priestore (február 2021).” Antipropaganda.sk. https://antipropa-

ganda.sk/rusko-v-slovenskom-dezinformacnom-priestore-februar-2021/. 
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https://datujzodpovedne.o2.sk/?gclid=Cj0KCQjw8vqGBhC_ARIsADMSd1DhwFiVP61XdfC59WbQkGKmegWVf_cKLqwe9Gs1Y0dZsCc2J_PhxcwaAhzzEALw_wcB
https://datujzodpovedne.o2.sk/?gclid=Cj0KCQjw8vqGBhC_ARIsADMSd1DhwFiVP61XdfC59WbQkGKmegWVf_cKLqwe9Gs1Y0dZsCc2J_PhxcwaAhzzEALw_wcB
https://www.globsec.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/06/GLOBSEC-Trends-2021_final.pdf
https://www.globsec.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/09/Voices-of-Central-and-Eastern-Europe_Slovak-country-report.pdf
https://www.globsec.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/09/Voices-of-Central-and-Eastern-Europe_Slovak-country-report.pdf
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https://antipropaganda.sk/rusko-v-slovenskom-dezinformacnom-priestore-februar-2021/
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still limited compared to traditional media. A 2019 survey shows that 13.4%72 of the adult pop-

ulation regularly reads alternative news sites, while 27.6% of adults regularly read at least one 

of the selected traditional media.73 

Globsec in cooperation with MEMO98 in the study Slovak Elections 2020 in the information 

space74 focuses on the problem of information manipulation as a threat to the integrity of elec-

tions in the Slovak parliamentary elections 2020. Research has shown an important role of 

anti-liberal narratives spread during the pre-election period, especially through Facebook. Dur-

ing the 2020 parliamentary elections, the MEMO98 platform carried out social media monitor-

ing, which showed that during the monitored period, active political parties published approx-

imately 300 Facebook posts per day.75 During the period under review, Marian Kotleba, the 

chairman of the far-right entity Kotlebovci-ĽSNS, had the most content, followed by SHO chair-

man Robert Švec and SMER-SD deputy Ľuboš Blaha. The Infosecurity.sk portal prepared 

an analysis of virality and toxicity in December 2019, identifying Ľuboš Blaha as the most toxic 

politician from the "mainstream" parties.76 

As far as analyses by the state are concerned, the Analytical Unit of the Ministry of Defense 

of the Slovak Republic (AU) is currently active, focusing on the financial level of websites with 

problematic content. He sees solutions in limiting their financial resources, cooperation be-

tween the state and private companies and regulation of advertising on portals with problem-

atic content77. In the Infodémia analysis, AU points out the susceptibility of the Slovak popula-

tion to disinformation, where disinformation Facebook pages have several times more inter-

actions than Facebook pages of state institutions.78 

The document Mapping the Vulnerability of the Slovak Republic in the Field of Hybrid Threats 

by Globsec ranks information and propaganda operations with the aim of undermining trust in 

state institutions and disrupting the political and security sphere among the most common 

tools. Among the vulnerabilities, he identifies the absence of legislation on the conduct of 

election campaigns or insufficient consideration of elements of foreign power in the dissemi-

nation of disinformation.79 

The issue of hybrid threats was dealt with by the Institute of Strategic Policies and the Slovak 

Institute of Security Policy, which in cooperation with the European Values Center for Security 

Policy prepared a study evaluating the Slovak Republic's approach to combating hybrid 

threats. The text analyses documents regulating the issue of hybrid threats and identifies 

                                                
72 Including the disinformation portals Hlavné správy, Zem a Vek, Slobodný vysielač or Infovojna 
73 Transparency International Slovakia. 2020. “Disinformation sites are regularly read by every seventh.” SME Blog. https://tran-

sparency.blog.sme.sk/c/526887/dezinformacne-weby-pravidelne-cita-kazdy-siedmy.html.  
74 Slovak elections 2020 in the information space, 2020, https://www.globsec.org/publications/slovenske-volby-2020-v-infor-

macnom-priestore/.  
75 Social Media Monitoring, Parliamentary Elections 2020, https://memo98.sk/uploads/content_galleries/source/memo/slovak-

parliamentary-elections-2020/m98_interim-report_final-version.pdf. 
76 Monitoring of the antisystem on Slovak Facebook - the most toxic is a member of SMER, 2019, https://infosecurity.sk/do-

mace/monitoring-antisystemu-oktober-2019/. 
77 Price for (dis) information. Revenues from advertising of websites with problematic content, 2021, 

https://www.mosr.sk/data/files/4364_2021-k-01-cena-za-dezinformacie-recenzovane.pdf. 
78 Infodémia. Disinformation and COVID-19, 2020, https://www.mosr.sk/data/files/4005_2020-k-01-infodemia-new.pdf. 
79 Mapping the vulnerability of the Slovak Republic in the field of hybrid threats, 2018, https://www.globsec.org/wp-content/uplo-

ads/2018/08/Zranitelnost-SR-v-oblasti-hybridnych-hrozieb-web.pdf. 

https://transparency.blog.sme.sk/c/526887/dezinformacne-weby-pravidelne-cita-kazdy-siedmy.html
https://transparency.blog.sme.sk/c/526887/dezinformacne-weby-pravidelne-cita-kazdy-siedmy.html
https://www.globsec.org/publications/slovenske-volby-2020-v-informacnom-priestore/
https://www.globsec.org/publications/slovenske-volby-2020-v-informacnom-priestore/
https://memo98.sk/uploads/content_galleries/source/memo/slovak-parliamentary-elections-2020/m98_interim-report_final-version.pdf
https://memo98.sk/uploads/content_galleries/source/memo/slovak-parliamentary-elections-2020/m98_interim-report_final-version.pdf
https://infosecurity.sk/domace/monitoring-antisystemu-oktober-2019/
https://infosecurity.sk/domace/monitoring-antisystemu-oktober-2019/
https://www.mosr.sk/data/files/4364_2021-k-01-cena-za-dezinformacie-recenzovane.pdf
https://www.mosr.sk/data/files/4005_2020-k-01-infodemia-new.pdf
https://www.globsec.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/08/Zranitelnost-SR-v-oblasti-hybridnych-hrozieb-web.pdf
https://www.globsec.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/08/Zranitelnost-SR-v-oblasti-hybridnych-hrozieb-web.pdf
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strengths and weaknesses in the fight against hybrid threats at the system level. At the same 

time, it formulates a proposal for a strategic framework and institutional model for Slovakia.80 

In the study Hybrid Threats as a Vulnerability in the Defense of the Slovak Republic, the AU 

names the misuse of cyberspace and the use of disinformation to influence public opinion. An 

important role in addressing the issue of hybrid threats is attributed to intelligence services. 

The analysis points to the need to mitigate vulnerabilities through transparent communication 

of the state with the public, communication of problematic social issues, and limitation of dis-

information and propaganda in the political struggle.81 

DISINFO SCENE AND NARRATIVES 

A large number of narratives are circulating within Slovak disinformation discourse. The most 

common can be classified into three categories: A) disinformation devoted to Covid-19, vac-

cination and medical topics; B) value-polarizing narratives targeting liberalism or minorities; 

C) narratives attacking and questioning the foreign policy orientation and anchoring of the 

Slovak Republic. It is often a combination of these categories. The common denominator is 

anti-Americanism, anti-Semitism and pro-Russian sentiment, for which the key idea is Pan-

Slavism and a historical belief in the reciprocity (ethnic belonging) of Slavic nations. This un-

dermines the sense of belonging to the EU and NATO, and together with elements of nostalgia 

strengthens the direction to the east. The trend of increasing pro-Russian sentiment is also 

confirmed by the Globsec study.82 

In the case of narratives directed against NATO, it is disinformation regarding the construction 

of American bases or the presence of American soldiers on the territory of the Slovak Repub-

lic. There is also a connection with the topic of so-called Western or liberal propaganda, which 

is supposed to cover up the failures, dysfunction and assertiveness of NATO structures. 

In the case of disinformation against the EU, the disinformation media seeks to polarize society 

on issues of EU membership and the functioning of its structures and institutions. Among the 

narratives are questioning the legitimacy of EU decision-making, rejecting quotas for the re-

distribution of migrants or refusing to ratify the Istanbul Convention. A long-standing narrative 

is the rejection of the so-called "Dictate of Brussels". This is a distorted perception of the EU 

and the legislation being adopted, which is allegedly aimed at undermining national sover-

eignty. There are also strong claims about the need to leave the EU following the example of 

Brexit. 

Conspiracy narratives are widespread, and combined with distrust of political elites, estab-

lished media, financial groups, liberal democracy, international organizations (UN, WHO, 

WTO) and integration (EU) or defense platforms (NATO). The most common conspiracy the-

                                                
80 “Assesment of the approach of the Slovak Republic towards countering hybrid threats”. 2020. STRATPOL, SSPI, EV. 

https://stratpol.sk/wp-content/uploads/2021/05/Assessment-Slovakia.pdf. 
81 Hybrid threats. Weaknesses of the Slovak Republic as goals of hybrid activities, 2019, 

https://www.mosr.sk/data/files/3887_2019-c-05-hybridne-hrozby.pdf. 
82 The image of Russian Central & Eastern Europe and the Western Balkans, 2021, 

https://www.globsec.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/04/Image-of-Russia-Mighty-Slavic-Brother-or-Hungry-Bear-Nextdoor.pdf. 

https://stratpol.sk/wp-content/uploads/2021/05/Assessment-Slovakia.pdf
https://www.mosr.sk/data/files/3887_2019-c-05-hybridne-hrozby.pdf
https://www.globsec.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/04/Image-of-Russia-Mighty-Slavic-Brother-or-Hungry-Bear-Nextdoor.pdf
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ories in the Slovak information environment are linked to the idea of micro-chipping the popu-

lation, which came to the forefront due to the Covid-19 pandemic. The conspiracy of controlled 

mass migration in 2015 or the health consequences of the impact of 5G networks and 

chemtrails is well known. Finally, the effort to create a New World Order (NWO) by globalists 

can be mentioned. The long-established conspiracy theory is the work of oligarchs and finan-

cial groups that are supposed to control the Slovak government and stand behind many of its 

actions, as well as the alleged influence of political events by non-profit organizations. 

An important domestic issue, which was taken over by the disinformation media, is the inves-

tigation into the murder of investigative journalist Ján Kuciak and his fiancée Martina 

Kušnírová in 2018. The case was misused to discredit political leaders and reduce trust in the 

judiciary and law enforcement agencies. The topic was framed in the context of allegedly ma-

nipulative liberal media, which supposedly reported on the matter selectively. The protests of 

the civic initiative For Decent Slovakia were falsely associated with support from abroad in the 

disinformation media. The case of suicide of the former police president Milan Lučanský in 

custody in December 2020 was also used to undermine trust in institutions and the media. A 

specialized criminal court ruled on his detention in connection with the charges in the Judas 

case. Lučanský then attempted suicide while in custody and succumbed to his injuries. Disin-

formation actors used the event to accuse the government of politically motivated murder of 

an innocent man, using #AllforMilan as a reminder of the murder of journalist Kuciak and his 

fiancée (#AllforJan). There were attacks on the liberal media, which were supposed to create 

an atmosphere of fear by informing the public about the frequent arrests of officials. In both 

cases, it is a matter of spreading disinformation narratives related to domestically important 

topics within politics and society. 

In addition to the rampant disinformation scene, which is willing to take over and amplify harm-

ful narratives from pro-Russian sources, the Russian Embassy in Slovakia is a major player. 

Its active communication on Facebook often goes beyond the concept of "standard" diplomatic 

activities and focuses on building a positive image of Russia through the communication of 

important historical moments.83 The embassy organizes and informs about cultural and edu-

cational activities, awards or the realization of commemorative and reverent events. It com-

bines many activities with the support of pro-Russian oriented motorcycle groups (Night 

Wolves) and clubs of military history (Arbat clubs, Slovak-Russian society, etc.). According to 

the latest report on the activities of the SIS, in 2019 the Slovak Republic faced influential cam-

paigns of foreign powers aimed at undermining EU and NATO membership and weakening 

the defense and unity of both groups. The report identified as primary actors Russian sources 

and disseminators of pro-Russian narratives in the Slovak Republic - Russian news media, 

pro-Russian organizations or groups on social networks.84 Recently, efforts to positively pre-

sent Sputnik V have dominated. 

China also appeared in the SIS activity reports for 201885 and 201986. Economic power and 

the activities of Chinese intelligence services and telecommunications companies were iden-

                                                
83 Embassy of Russia in Slovakia / Посольство России в Словакии. Facebook page. https://www.facebook.com/ambasada-

rus.  
84 SIS Activity Report for 2019, https://www.sis.gov.sk/pre-vas/sprava-o-cinnosti.html#plnenie. 
85 SIS Activity Report for 2018, https://www.sis.gov.sk/pre-vas/sprava-o-cinnosti-2018. 
86 SIS Activity Report for 2019, https://www.sis.gov.sk/pre-vas/sprava-o-cinnosti.html#plnenie. 

https://www.facebook.com/ambasadarus
https://www.facebook.com/ambasadarus
https://www.sis.gov.sk/pre-vas/sprava-o-cinnosti.html#plnenie
https://www.sis.gov.sk/pre-vas/sprava-o-cinnosti-2018
https://www.sis.gov.sk/pre-vas/sprava-o-cinnosti.html#plnenie
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tified as possible security risks and threats to national security. In the case of Chinese activi-

ties, there were two critical moments. The first was the purchase of advertising space in Trend 

magazine, where an article signed by the Chinese ambassador to Slovakia was published. 

The second critical moment was the campaign in 2020, when China sought its positive por-

trayal as a fighter with Covid-19, as evidenced by the distribution of medical devices and later 

Chinese vaccines (so-called mask and vaccine diplomacy). 

As part of the fight against disinformation, we identify several key vulnerabilities. In particular, 

it is the absence of a comprehensive strategy within the media space, which is currently rather 

individual journalists who deal with issues of disinformation in the Slovak information space 

and draw attention to trends related to information and cognitive security. In the last year, 

activities contributing to the anchoring of Slovakia in the democratic West have become more 

organized. However, for real results, it is necessary to perform these activities over the long 

term. 

We notice big gaps in the area of strategic communication. We could look towards Minister 

Ivan Korčok, activities of the Ministry of Health, the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, the Police of 

the Slovak Republic for “a model behavior”. We consider a positive communication of the for-

eign policy of the Slovak Republic with a clear orientation towards the Euro-Atlantic partner-

ship as an opportunity. The aim is to set up a communication that would engage citizens in 

a clear way before topics become disinformation issues (prevention in transparency before 

reaction). It is no less important to inform and unmask the activities of the Russian Federation 

in detail and to communicate facts and historical contexts. 

In the field of education, managerial failures are evident at the level of the Ministry of Educa-

tion, an absent strategy for more comprehensive education in civic education and for lifelong 

learning, as groups of adolescents and the older generation are the target group for disinfor-

mation activities. 

A significant vulnerability is the problematic coordination of activities. Western foreign policy 

orientation is often questioned by anti-systemic and pro-Russian actors in the government 

sector as well. The Slovak Republic still has a problem with taking a unified position on infor-

mation campaigns, and individual state representatives present various opinions on the issue. 

This factor helps disinformation actors polarize society. 

Among the most serious vulnerabilities of the Slovak Republic is the absence of a systematic 

approach and the poorly handled personnel and resource sector, which should address this 

topic. There is also a lack of effective cooperation between civil society and state institutions 

and the media. There is no institutionalized format that would be able to cover and deal with 

the issue of disinformation in the media space. The absence of legislation on issues of infor-

mation actions and hybrid threats (the problem of attributing the actor to the disinformation) is 

also a significant shortcoming. 
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RECOMMENDATIONS 

● Streamline strategic communication with the general public in order to increase 

the transparency of the functioning of the state administration and increase 

common awareness of hybrid threats, including disinformation. 

The state should perceive strategic communication as a tool of its own positive projection in 

terms of the pillars and values of democracy and the rule of law, and the building of trust in 

state institutions. The situation is similar in the case of foreign policy, and thus the cultivation 

of state branding in the international environment. Both directions of strategic communication, 

i.e. externally and internally, will eventually bring a positive effect in the issue of combating 

disinformation. 

Increasing public confidence in the state and its institutions seems necessary. Transparent 

and proactive strategic communication between state institutions and the public is key to 

achieving this goal. The state should focus on a systematic solution of strategic communica-

tion, which would deviate from the model of "smart individuals". Ideally, due to the very specific 

nature of its agenda, each ministry should have its own Stratcom department. 

In addition to the core of strategic communication, the goal should be to unmask and inform 

the public about unsolicited information activities of state and non-state actors with regard to 

positive communication not only of the Slovak Republic's foreign policy with a clear orientation 

on the Euro-Atlantic partnership, but also an explanation of the factual and historical context 

related to current topics of the disinformation scene. An engaging and clear explanation of the 

problems before they become problems of disinformation activities is key to combating disin-

formation and hybrid threats. 

● Systematize access and build capacity to combat disinformation and hybrid 

threats. 

The state administration sector, which should deal with the topic of disinformation, requires 

the completion of personnel, technological and technical capacities, which would enable tools 

for monitoring disinformation activities, their response and streamlining strategic communica-

tion. 

Training of state representatives and state administration employees in matters of information 

and cognitive security are necessarily related to the completion of communication skills in 

sections or departments at the level of individual ministries. It is also possible to transfer em-

ployees ("smart" individuals) or to transfer know-how and experience from the field of civil 

society to the field of state administration, especially in matters of strategic communication. 

The overall institutional structure dealing with hybrid threats and disinformation should be 

broadened, and emphasis should also be placed on improving communication and coopera-

tion between its parts. It is desirable to set up a dedicated central body responsible for coor-

dinating the fight against disinformation and hybrid threats at the level of policy planning and 

preparation. 
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● Strengthen the legislative and operational framework to combat unwanted infor-

mation and hybrid operations. 

Regarding the legislative area, the Slovak Republic should start to apply the existing legislation 

on hate speech more effectively. At the same time, it should speed up and streamline the 

preparation of a legislative and operational framework to combat hybrid threats and disinfor-

mation. The Slovak Republic is successfully continuing in the formulating phase of new mech-

anisms in the fight against disinformation and hybrid threats; their full implementation and use 

is crucial. 

The lack of legislation on unwanted information and hybrid operations so far means that the 

Slovak Republic should focus on the issue of attributing and sanctioning similar operations at 

the level of the European bloc. It also opens up space for the participation and use of (forth-

coming) legislation governing the digital space, as is the case for sharing information, experi-

ence, best practices or exercise programs. 

Effective implementation of the investment control system is currently being prepared. Based 

on transparency, it can help deal with unwanted penetration of critical infrastructure and media 

space. 

● Streamline international involvement, cooperation and activities in the fight 

against disinformation and hybrid threats. 

Through its membership in Euro-Atlantic structures, the Slovak Republic has access to plat-

forms that offer the sharing of knowledge, experience, and best practices. It is necessary to 

draw on the resources offered by international institutions that have been active in this field 

for a long time. 

The Slovak Republic has the potential to become an established player in the field of combat-

ing hybrid threats, but it must increase its involvement in the offered initiatives and projects. 

Sending state and expert representatives to the institutions of Euro-Atlantic structures seems 

to be a productive way. The added value would not only lie in the procedural involvement, but 

also in the level of positive branding of the state, establishing relationships or creating (even 

informal) space for sharing findings, experiences and practices. 

● Institutionalize the media space and streamline cooperation between the state, 

civil society, and the media. 

There is a lack of institutionalized coverage of the issues of disinformation and the fight against 

it in the media space. It is appropriate to create ethical standards that would be able to respond 

effectively to the issues of disinformation. The lack of cooperation between civil society, the 

media and the state also proves to be a problem. 

A key area is also the issue of financing problematic or disinformation content in the online 

environment. The state-sponsored increase in common awareness of problematic entities in 

the media space and the appeal to reduce advertising on specific domains appears to be 

a productive path. 
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● Systematize and reform education to reflect the needs of the 21st century. 

Regarding education, Slovakia should focus on education reform in line with the needs of the 

21st century. Media and digital literacy (or digital citizenship) is pivotal and should be reflected 

at all levels of education - primary schools, secondary schools, universities, but also the life-

long learning of the older generation, which currently appears to be a vulnerable target group. 

There is also a great need for increased interest and systematic education about Russia and 

China as geopolitical actors. 
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